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Commutative Grammars: 
The Complexity of Uniform Word Problems 
DUNG T. HUYNH* 
Faehbereieh Informatik, Universitdt des Saarlandes, 
Saarbriieken D-6600, West Germany 
Commutative grammars are introduced, and various classes of commutative 
grammars are defined. The complexity ofuniform word problems for commutative 
grammars is investigated. 
0. INTRODUCTION 
This paper is motivated by the work of Hotz (1980) on invariants of 
formal languages. Let ~ be a class of grammars and ~ be a set. A mapping 
I: ~-~¢"  is called an invariant for ~ if I satisfies the following: L(GI )  = 
L(GE) implies I (G1)= I(G2), where G 1 and G 2 are arbitrary grammars in ~'. 
Consider now a simple invariant derived by Paritkh's theorem, which states 
that the commutative images of context-free languages are semilinear sets. 
That this is an invariant for context-free grammars can be easily seen. On 
the other hand, the proof of this theorem gives us an effective method for 
computing a representation f the semilinear set from the input grammar (cf. 
Hotz, 1980, for a more detailed discussion). 
Another motivation of this work is the close connection between 
commutative grammars and Petri nets, which has been introduced as a 
mathematical model for parallel computations. Commutative grammars have 
been defined by Crespi-Reghizzi and Mandrioli (1976). Thus the 
classification of the complexity of commutative grammars also provides 
some complexity results for subclasses of Petri nets. 
In defining commutative grammars we do not use the notions "bag" and 
"multiset" as in Crespi-Reghizzi and Mandrioli (1976). It seems simpler and 
more natural to work on free commutative monoids. The definitions are 
directly related to vector replacement systems, another formulation of Petri 
nets. 
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For a finite alphabet T let T e denote the free commutative monoid 
generated by T. A subset L of T ® is called a commutative language. 
Commutative grammars are generating devices for commutative languages: 
we use free commutative monoid instead of free monoid. 
We want to classify the complexity of the equivalence and the uniform 
word problems for commutative grammars. The complexity of the 
equivalence problems will be investigated in a forthcoming paper. The results 
of the present paper concern the classification of the complexity of the 
uniform word problems. 
This paper consists of four sections. Commutative grammars are 
introduced in Section 1, in which various restricted classes of commutative 
grammars are also defined. Section 2 deals with the complexity of the 
uniform word problem for context-free commutative grammars. In Section 3 
we derive complexity results for regular commutative grammars and rational 
expressions in free commutative monoids. Section 4 contains the complexity 
classification for context-sensitive commutative grammars. The last section 
summarizes the results of this paper and contains some concluding remarks. 
1. NOTATIONS AND BASIC DEFINITIONS 
In this section we introduce basic definitions and notations which will be 
used later. Let V be a finite alphabet. V* denotes the free monoid generated 
by V, c denotes the empty word, and V e := V*\{e}. We shall use V ~ to 
denote the free commutative monoid generated by V. If V= {v I .... , vr}, then 
a word w in V • will be written in the form 
w = v~11.., v~ r, ij E No, j=  l,..., r, 
where N O denotes the set of nonnegative integers. Thus w with i j= 0, 
j = 1,..., r, is the empty word of V e and is also denoted by e. A word in V ® 
is sometimes called a commutative word. V • denotes the free commutative 
semigroup generated by V: V+e= V~{e }. In V ® concatenation is sometimes 
written as addition, e.g., w = u + v, where u, v, w C V ~. 
We define a homomorphism from V* into V • as follows. Again let V = 
{U 1 ..... Ur}. For j  = 1,..., r let #(vj,  w) denote the number of occurrences of vj 
in w, where w is in V*. Define 
~z: V*~ V ® 
w ~ Vl ~vl'w) ... v~ vr'w). 
~'v is known as the Parikh mapping on V*. 
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In the following we introduce commutative grammars. Consider a phrase- 
structure grammar G = (N, T, S, P), where 
N is the set of nonterminals, 
T is the set of terminals, TAN= 0, 
S E N is the axiom, and 
PeN + X (NUT)*  is the finite set of productions. 
Let L(G) denote the language generated by G. Parallel to this definition we 
introduce commutative grammars and commutative languages. 
DEFINITION 1.1. A 4-tuple GO= (iV, T, S ,P  c) is called a commutative 
(com.) grammar, iff the following conditions hold: 
(1) N and 
(2) SCN,  
(3) pc is a 
As usual, N is 
T are disjoint finite alphabets, 
finite subset ofN~+ X (NU T) ®. 
the set of nonterminals, T is the set of terminals, S is the 
axiom, and pc is the set of productions. 
Let GC=(N,T ,S ,P  c) be a com. grammar and a, /~C V ~, where V= 
NUT.  a is said to directly generate fl, written a =~cfl, iff there are a 1 E V @ 
and p~pC such that p=(y ,~)  and a=a17,  f l=a l f i .  =~*c denotes the 
reflexive and transitive closure of =~cc. We also write =~ and =>* if G c is 
understood. 
If  a =>*/~, a, fl E V e, we say that a generates ft. In this case there are 
some n and a~ E V e, i - 1,..., n such that 
D : a = ao  ::> a l  :::> . . .  Z~ an  ~ ft .  
D is called a derivation and n is the length of D. D is called a terminal 
derivation if a = S and fl @ T e. Sentential forms are called commutative 
sentential forms. 
Let s := #pc  be the number of productions in G c (#M denotes the 
cardinality of the set M). Let / / :=  {n 1 ..... ns} be a finite alphabet and 4: 
H ~ pc be a bijection. If  p = ¢i(zti) for some i, 1 ~< i ~< s, then ~r i is called the 
name of p. Consider some derivation 
Let nij, j --- 1 ..... n, be the name of the production applied at the j th  derivation 
step in D. Then n o := ~i, ... hi, E H* is called the derivation word defined by 
D. 
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The language generated by G ~, denoted by L(GC), is 
L(GC) :={wET®:S  *>w}cT ¢. 
The derivation language generated by G ¢, denoted by D(G¢), is 
D(G ~) := {~r C /7* :  n is some terminal word of GC}. 
According to the noncommutative case we shall consider classes of com. 
grammars. 
DEFINITION 1.2. 
to be 
(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
Let Go= (N, T, S, pc) be a com. grammar. G c is said 
of type 0, if there is no restriction of PC. 
context-sensitive (c.s.), if for each p = (~,, 6) C pc j61 >~ 171 holds.~ 
context-free (c.f.), if pc is a subset of N X V e, i.e., each production 
has the form (,4, 6), where A C N. 
(4) regular (reg.), i fP  ¢ is a subset of N× (T °. (NU {e})), i.e., each 
production is of the form (A, xB), x C T ¢, A C N, and B C NU {e}. 
A com. language L c T ° is said to be of type 0 (c.s., c.f., reg.), if there is 
a type 0 (c.s., c.f., reg.) com. grammar G c such that L(G ~) = L. 
Let G = (N, T, S, P) be a phrase-structure grammar. Consider the com. 
grammar induced by G, i.e., G ~ = (N, T, S, pc), where 
pc = {(qJv(7), YJv('~)) : (7, (~) C P}. 
Let tyr(L(G)) denote the com. image of L(G) under the Paritkh mapping on 
T*. In general q/r(L(G))=L(G ¢) does not hold. (This can be easily 
demonstrated by a simple counterexample.) However, if G is a c.f. grammar, 
then this equality holds. Conversely, for every c.f. com. grammar GO= 
(N, T, S, pc) there is a c.f. grammar G = (N, T, S, P) such that G c is the 
com. grammar induced by G and the equality ~,r(L(G)) = L(G c) holds. Thus 
we have 
PROPOSITION 1.3. Let G be a c.f. grammar and G c be the c.f. com. 
grammar induced by G. Then 
~(L (G) )=L(G c) 
holds, where T is the terminal alphabet of G and G c. 
1 For w C V*, I w l denotes the length of w and for v? E V ~, I v? I also denotes the length of v? 
which is the sum of the exponents of v? written as com. word. 
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For the proofs in the next section we shall make use of the notions 
"redueedness" and "e-freedom" of c.f. com. grammars which are defined as 
in the noncommutative case. Let G c -- (N, T, S, pc) be a c.f. com. grammar. 
G c is said to be reduced if for any A ~ N there are w E T ~ and a ~ (NU T) ® 
such that 
S *--~. aA and A *>w. 
A production is said to be e-production if its right-hand side in e. G c is said 
to be e-free, if for any A E N the following holds: 
(A, e) C pc iffe E L(GC),A = S and S does not appear on the 
right-hand side of any production. 
In Section 4 we shall consider the uniform word problem for rational 
expressions in free com. monoids which are defined as rational expressions in
free monoids. 
DEFINITION 1.4. Let V be a finite alphabet and M denote the monoid 
V e. Rational expressions in M are defined as follows. 
(1) O is a rational expression. 
(2) For all w E M, w is a rational expression. 
(3) If E and F are rational expressions, then (E U F) and (E • F) are 
rational expressions. 
(4) If E is a rational expression, then (E*) is a rational expression. 
(5) Nothing else is a rational expression. 
For a rational expression E in M, the language defined by E, which is 
denoted by L(E), is defined inductively as follows. L(w):= {w} for all 
w ~ M, L(O) := O, L(E U F) := L(E) U L(F), L(E. F) := L(E). L(F), and 
L(E*) := (L(E))*, where the star operation in free com. monoids is defined 
accordingly. 
A subset of M which is defined by a rational expression is called a 
rational set. It is well known that in com. monoids the notion "rationality" 
and "semilinearity" are equivalent (cf. Eilenberg and Schfitzenberger, 19(,9). 
DEFINITION 1.5. Let ~ be a class of com. grammars. The uniform word 
problem for ~ is the following decision problem: Given a rom. grammar 
GC=(N,T ,S ,P  c) C~ and a com. word wCT ° we need to determine 
whether w @ L(GC). 
In the next sections we shall classify the complexity of the uniform word 
problem for c.s., c.f., reg. com. grammars. We shall also derive some results 
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for the complexity of the uniform word problem for rational expressions in 
free com. monoids. For this aim it is necessary to define the size of the 
inputs. 
(3) 
IIa ell := log(#g) • ( X? 
(y ,8 )eP  c
where V := N U T. 
DEFINITION 1.6. (1) The size of the grammar G = (N, T, S,P), denoted 
by [] G]] is the following number: 
[ [GH:=I°g(#V) ' (  .~e I l+b6l), 
(y P 
where V :=NU T. (All logarithms are to the base 2.) 
er (2) For a com. word wEV ®, w=ve~ ' . ' ' v  r, e iCN 0, j=  l,..., r, let 
exp(w) denote the number 
exp(w) := --X ~ l%g(ej~'. 
j 1,ej>~ 1 
The size of w, denoted by Irwll, is defined as 
I1 wll == log(#v)  • exp(w), 
The size of the com. grammar G c = (N, T, S, pc) is 
exp(7) + exp(cS))), 
Concerning our problem the size of an input instance is the sum of the 
size of a com. word and the size of a com. grammar. (For complexity 
notions the reader is referred to some textbook.) 
Remark 1.7. The uniform word problem for rational expressions in free 
com. monoids is defined in a similar way. In this case an input instance is a 
com. word and a rational expression. It is straightforward to define the size 
of a rational expression in a free com. monoid and hence the size of the 
inputs. 
2. THE COMPLEXITY OF THE UNIFORM WORD PROBLEM FOR 
CONTEXT-FREE COMMUTATIVE GRAMMARS 
In this section we classify the complexity of the uniform word problem for 
c.f. com. grammars. It will be shown that this problem is NP-complete. 
While it is straightforward to prove NP-hardness, the argument that it is in 
NP is more complex. 
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The basic proof idea consists of the following observations: Consider the 
c.f. com. grammar G c and a com. word r~. Let G be a c.f. grammar which 
induces G c as its com. image. Then ~3 E L(G c) iff there is some w with 
~,(w)=~3 such that w EL(G). Now w CL(G) iff there is a terminal 
derivation tree in G with frontier w. Of course, such a derivation tree may be 
exponentially large, since in the input ~ is written as a com. word encoded 
by its exponents in binary notation. The crucial point is that in the 
commutative case we may guess a "small" com. terminal derivation word in 
order to check whether ~3 ~L(GC). There are some problems: (1) Which 
com. derivation words are com. terminal derivation words? (2) How to 
check that such a com. terminal derivation word generates ~? and (3) Such 
a com. terminal derivation word must have polynomial size so that the guess 
can be performed in NP! 
We will see that (2) is easy to solve. It can be reduced to the problem of 
checking whether a linear diophantine equation system has an integer 
solution which is known to be in nondeterministic polynomial time. 
Questions (1) and (2) will be discussed in subsections 2.1 and 2.2. 
Subsection 2.1 gives a characterization of com. terminal derivation words, 
and subsection 2.2 shows the NP upper bound. 
2. I. A Characterization of Commutative Terminal Derivation Words 
We first introduce some notations and technical definitions. In the 
following UWP-CSCG (UWP-CFCG, UWP-RCG) denotes the uniform 
word problem for c.s. com. (c.f. com., reg. com.) grammars. 
This section is devoted to c.f. com. grammars, and we assume w.l.o.g, that 
all c.f. and c.f. com. grammars are reduced. (We will see in the proofs below 
that this is no restriction, since useless symbols do not occur in any terminal 
derivation.) 
Let G ¢ = (N, T,S,P  c) be a c.f. com. grammar, where pc  {Pl,...,Ps}. 
Further let G = (N, T, S ,P)  be a c.f. grammar wi th/5= {/~1,..-, fis} such that 
G c is the com. grammar induced by G. (G can be constructed in an obvious 
way.) 
Let H= {zq,..., rcs} be the names of productions in pc and/7= {gl,..-, zTs} 
be the names of corresponding productions in ft. For any derivation D 
D: c7 o :::::>re cTi ~ "'" 6¢> dn 
in G c whose derivation word is n o there is exactly one derivation 
/~: aO ==~ al G: . . . .  G ~',£~n 
in G whose derivation word is n~ such that ~'(ai) = d i for all i --- 1 ..... n and 
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at each derivation step in D and /5 the corresponding productions are 
applied. 
From this observation we make the following convention: The derivation 
tree of a derivation D in G c means the derivation tree of the corresponding 
derivation/) in G. Further, we identify 7r~ with ffi for all i = 1,..., s. 
Now let us consider com. derivation words. Let qJ:H* ~/7  e be the Parikh 
mapping on H*. Then ~u(D(GO) denotes the com. image of D(G c) under qt. 
For simplicity we shall use the following phrase: For a derivation tree Tr in 
G c, "counting productions in Tr yields 7T~ H ®'' means there is a derivation 
word n obtained from Tr such that ~,(7r)= 7~. 
Concerning the frontiers of derivation trees in G c it is useful to define the 
following mapping Z. Let IF(V)] denote the free abelian group generated by 
V=NU 7". (A word in [F(V)] has integer exponents in this case.) Define X 
as  
X: H ~ IF(V)] 
n i ~ A - 17, 
where 7% is the name of the production pi = (A, J ,  i = 1,..., s. We extend X to 
a homomorphism from H • into [F(V)] and denote it also by )~. 
It is straightforward to see 
FACT 2.1. Let Tr be a derivation tree in G c with root A and frontier 
a C V ®. Also assume that counting productions in Tr yields ~. Then it holds 
that 
Z(ff) =A 1 ~ ~ [F(V)]. 
In characterizing com. terminal derivation words we shall investigate 
terminal derivation trees in G c. Such a tree may be arbitrarily large. Our 
observation is that if we work in G c a terminal derivation tree may be 
regarded as the "sum" of some "minimal terminal derivation tree" and a 
finite number of "periodic derivation trees." We trees." We define these 
notions more precisely. 
Let G c = (N, T, S, pc) be as above. Let P ~ pc be a subset of P% P is said 
to be connected iff there is a terminal derivation D in G c such that the set of 
productions applied in D is exactly P. 
Consider a terminal derivation tree Tr in G% Let DTr be the leftmost 
derivation from Tr and PTr be the set of productions applied in Drr. Clearly, 
P'rr is connected. 
DEFINITION 2.2. Let Tr be a terminal derivation tree in G c and P cPC 
be a subset of pc. Tr is said to be P-minimal iff PTr = P and every p E P is 
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applied at most #P  + 2 times in any path of Tr without counting the 
production applied at the root. 
(We label the edges of a derivation tree by production names in H: the 
edges going out from a node are labeled by the name of the production 
applied at that node.) 
It is straightforward to verify 
FACT 2.3. 
by 
The depth of a P-minimal terminal derivation tree is bounded 
O(G ¢) := (#PC + l) 2. 
DEFINITION 2.4. A derivation tree Tr in G c is called periodic iff the 
following conditions hold: 
(1) the label of the root of Tr is some nonterminal A ~ N, 
(2) exactly one leaf of Tr is labeled A, and 
(3) all other leaves are labeled by terminals or e. 
We now give the characterization of com. terminal derivation words. 
PROPOSITION 2.5. For a com. word ~ E H ® let P(£) denote the set of 
productions whose names occur in ~. Then ~ is a com. terminal derivation 
word, i.e., £ C ~u(D(GC)), iff the following conditions hold: 
(1) X(£)= S -1# E [F(V)], where k=t~ ~ ... t~C T Q, e~ N 0, 
i = 1,..., r. 
(2) There is a P(£)-minimal terminal derivation tree Tr, ,  such that 
eounting productions in Tr yields ~* and 2 7~* ~ 7~. 
In view of Proposition 2.5, let ~EH ® be a com. word such that 
7c*+ i f=  £. In proving this proposition we will see that from ~ periodic 
derivation trees can be constructed and inserted into Try, such that a 
terminal derivation tree for 7~ can be obtained. We need 
LEMMA 2.6. For every com. word 6 C H ® satisfying the condition 
Z(6) = t~' -.. t er C [ r (v ) ] ,  (§) 
2~ is defined on H ® as follows: x=n~l...n~r<~x'=n~'~...n~ ~ iff ei~<e[ for all 
i = 1,..., r. 
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where tj C T, ej C N o, j = 1,..., r, there are finitely many periodic derivation 
trees and corresponding derivations in G c of the form 
Di: Ai => ffiAifi, 
where A i C N, tTi, Yi C T ~, i = 1 ..... n such that 
~ 7roi=~ 
i - - I  
(and Y]~=I Z(nD) = ~f=l (ui + vi) = tel 1"'" ter)' where zc~i e I1 ® is the com. 
derivation word obtained from D i. 
Proof of Lemma 2.6. We give a proof sketch and omit the formal details, 
which are left to the reader. 
From fi we want to construct periodic derivation trees successively. The 
idea is as follows: Extract some production from fi, say/~. If/~ corresponds 
to a periodic derivation tree, then repeat he procedure with 6 - /~  instead of 
6. 
Otherwise,/~ is not a periodic derivation tree. We consider/~ and fi - /~. 
We want to expand/~ by extracting productions from fi - /~  until a periodic 
derivation tree is obtained./~ is expanded as follows: Take a production from 
fi- /~, say/~', such that either 
(1) the label of the root of/~' is that of some leaf of/~, or 
(2) some leaf of/Y and the root of/~ have the same label. 
Note that such a production (/Y) can always be obtained. Otherwise some 
nonterminal occurring in/5 would not appear in the remaining productions in 
fi - /~, and therefore condition (§) was violated. 
In case (1) expand f downward by replacing some leaf of/~ by/Y. In 
case (2) expand fi upward by replacing some leaf of/Y by/~. We now obtain 
a new tree formed by the expansion. 
Repeat this expansion procedure with the new tree and f i -  (f i+/~) 
instead of/~ and fi - /5  until a periodic derivation tree is obtained. 
Thus by extracting productions from fi a periodic derivation tree can be 
constructed. If there are still productions which form the word fi' E H e, then 
fi' also satisfies condition (§). Repeat he whole procedure with fi' instead of 
ft. After a finite number of times we obtain finitely many periodic derivation 
trees and corresponding derivations which satisfy the properties tated in the 
lemma. This completes the proof of Lemma 2.6. II 
Proof of Proposition 2.5. Only if Let f f¢ ~,(D(GC)). Then there is a 
terminal derivation D: S=>*cr~ for some ~EL(G ~) such that o/(nD)= if, 
where zr~) is the derivation word obtained from the derivation D. Further let 
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Tr o be the corresponding derivation tree obtained from D. Condition 1 
follows from Fact 2.1. 
To show that condition 2 is also satisfied we look at the proof of Parikh's 
theorem (cf. Ginsburg, 1966, p. 146). Suppose that without counting the first 
derivation step no production of P(f)  occurs more than #P(~ + 2 times in 
any path of the tree Tr D. Then Trv is a P(z?)-minimal terminal derivation tree 
with )(,(no) = f and hence condition 2 is satisfied. 
Now suppose that some production p ~ P( f )  with name ~ra is applied more 
than #P( f )+ 2 times in some path of the tree Tr o (without counting the 
production at the root). Then for some production p' ~ P(£) with name ha, 
there must be a subtree Tep, of Tr9 with the following property: On some 
path the subtree Trp, contains I :-- #P(zc) + 3 edges go ..... gz 1 labeled by the 
same production ame ha,, and no path of any subtree of Trp, contains more 
than l -  1 edges labeled by the same production ame. 
Let Tr 0,..., Tr t_l be the subtrees of Trp, such that one of the edges going 
out from the root of Tri, i = 0,..., 1 -  1, is gt. This situation is illustrated by 
k 
Let k be the least integer, 0~<k~< 1-2 ,  such that the productions 
occurring in Tr k are exactly those occurring in Try+ 1. Because the edges gk 
and gk+ ~ are labeled by the same production ame, the roots of the subtrees 
Tr k and Trk+ a are labeled by the same nonterminal. Therefore we can 
removed the subtree Tr k from Tr D and insert the subtree Trk+ ~ at the node 
which was the root of Tr k. The productions occurring in the resulting tree 
Tr o, are P(f). Let n D, be some derivation word obtained from Tr o, and 
fo, := ~(zco,). Then we have fro, < f. Now if Tr 9, is a P(f)-minimal terminal 
derivation tree, we are done. Otherwise, we continue our procedure and 
ultimately obtain a P(f)-minimal tree with the property stated in condition 2. 
This completes the proof of the only if part. 
643/57/1-3 
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I f  Let Y C//®. We show that if Y satisfies conditions 1 and 2, then ff is 
the com. image of some derivation word, i.e., zTC q/(D(GC)). Since 
condition 2 is satisfied, there is a P(ff)-minimal terminal derivation tree Try, 
such that counting the productions in Try, yields 7~* and z~*~< ft. Let z~ := 
-zr* .  It follows that 
X(7~)=tell...terreT® , eiC[No, i=l,...,r, 
since 7~* C qy(D(GC)) and zc* ~ £. 
Clearly, 7~ satisfies condition (§) of Lemma 2.6. Therefore there arc finitely 
many periodic derivation trees, denoted by Tr 1 ..... Tr, ,  and corresponding 
derivations of the form 
Di: A i~ t~iAi~ i, 
where A i C N, ffi, zTi C T ®, i = 1,..., n, such that 
i= l  
where n~i is the com. derivation word obtained from D i. 
The fact that Try, is P(~)-minimal and each production applied in Di is in 
P(~) implies the occurrence of the nonterminal A i as label of some internal 
node of Try, for all i=  1 ..... n. Therefore we can extend the tree Try, by 
inserting Tri at some internal node labeled by A i in Try, 
S 
e T* 
It is obvious that the set of productions occurring in the resulting 
derivation tree is P(Y). Thus we can successively insert the derivation trees 
Tra,..., Tr n into Try, and obtain a terminal derivation tree Tr~ with the 
property that counting productions in Tr~ yields Y. We conclude that 
~ ~,(D(GC)). This completes the proof of Proposition 2.5. 1 
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2.2. The Complexity of UWP-CFCG 
Having characterized com. terminal derivation words, we proceed to prove 
that UWP-CFCG is in NP. The following proposition is essential. 
PROPOSITIOY 2.7. Let ff~ ~ T ®. Then ff~ E L(GC), iff there is a derivation 
word ff = rr~' ... 7r~, ~ qJ(D(G~)) such that 
(1) X(77) =-- S-114~  [F(V)], 
(2) Y~s= lf~. ~ e • dlF[I ,
where e = I ff~l and d is some fixed constant (independent of ff~ and GO). 
Proof We first show Proposition 2.7 in a restricted form by assuming 
that G c is e-free and cycle-free (i.e., no production is of the form A -~B, 
where A,B ~ N). Let G be the corresponding c.f. grammar. ~? C L(G c) iff 
there is some terminal derivation tree Tr in G with frontier w such that 
~,(w) = ~. Tr contains no more than 2 • e productions. Counting productions 
in Tr yields i f=  ~7"~{1 . . .  7~f$~ gt(D(GC)) and it holds that ZS=l f l~  2.e .  
Hence Proposition 2.7 is proved in this case. (Note that the upper bound 
2 • e is achieved if G is in Chomsky normal form.) 
We now consider the general case. We introduce some technical 
definitions. Concerning single productions in G we define the following 
notions. 
Let Tr = Tr(A, w) be a derivation tree with root A G N and frontier 
w C T*. Let (Ul, u2 ..... un) be a path in Tr, where Ul, u, are internal nodes. 
(ul,..., u,) is called a singlepath i fffor all i=  1,..., n -  1, (ui, ui+1) is labeled 
by names of single productions. A single path (u I ..... u,) is called a cycle iff 
u 1 and u, are labeled by the same nonterminal. A derivation tree is called 
cycle-free iff it does not contain any cycle. Clearly, in a terminal derivation 
tree cycles may be removed without affecting the frontier. Therefore, in order 
to obtain a terminal derivation tree for w ~ L(G) it suffices to consider 
cycle-free terminal derivation trees. 
Concerning e-productions in P we consider the set 
N~:={AEN:A  *', e} oN.  
A derivation tree Tr(A, e) with root A and frontier e is called an e-tree. An e- 
subtree of a terminal derivation tree is a subtree which is an e-tree. An e- 
subtree Tr '  of some terminal derivation tree Tr is said to be maximal if there 
is no e-subtree of Tr whose root is a proper ancester of the root of Tr'.  
The proof idea is as follows. In order to obtain a terminal derivation tree 
for w E L(G) it suffices to search for a cycle-free terminal derivation tree 
whose maximal e-subtrees are small. 
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Let w ~ L(G) and Tr be a terminal derivation tree with frontier w such 
that qt(w)= ~. Consider a maximal e-subtree Tr(A,e) of Tr such that 
counting productions in Tr(A, e) yields ~. In view of Proposition 2.5 we want 
to replace Tr(A, e) in Tr by a "small" e-tree with root A. Indeed, we may 
replace Tr(A,e) by any e-tree with root A which is chosen as small as 
possible. The resulting tree still has frontier w. Thus we may choose an e-tree 
such that no nonterminal appears more than once in any path of that tree. 
Call such an ~-tree a minimal e-tree. 
Let Tr+ be the tree obtained in the following way: Delete first all maximal 
e-subtrees in Tr including the roots of these subtrees and then all cycles. The 
productions in Tr+ are exactly productions in G', the e-free c.f. grammar 
equivalent o G, which is constructed by the well-known method (cf. 
Ginsburg, 1966, p. 38). 
We now estimate the size of Tr÷, which is "small." By "inserting" 
appropriate minimal e-trees into Tr+ we then obtain a "small" terminal 
derivation tree with frontier w. 
First note that the number of single productions in G' (the &free c.f. 
grammar equivalent to G) is ~(#N) 2. As observed at the beginning of the 
proof, we have: 
(1) The number of non-single productions in Tr+ is ~<2e. Concerning 
the number of single paths in Tr+, we have: 
(2) The number of single paths in Tr+ is ~2e. (Since there are 2e 
nodes in a binary tree with e leaves.) 
A single path in Tr+ contains no cycles. Therefore, each single path in 
Tr+ contains at most (#N-2)  single productions. Thus there are at most 
2e(#N--2) single productions in Tr+. (Note that these productions are 
either productions in G or new productions obtained from the construction of 
c'.) 
Hence the number of productions in Tr+ is bounded by 
2e + 2e(#N- 2) = 2e(#N- 1). 
It is not hard to see that there is to this tree Tr+ a tree Tr in G which 
satisfies (3) and (4): 
(3) There is a 1-1 correspondence b tween productions in Tr+ and 
Tr, 
(4) The frontier of Tr is a word in (TUB~)* such that deleting 
nonterminals yields w. 
Let l denote the maximal ength of the right-hand sides of productions in 
P. Then the number of nonterminal leaves of Tr is bounded by ( l -  1). 
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2e(#N- 1). For each nonterminal leaf we insert an appropriate minimal e- 
tree and obtain a terminal derivation tree with frontier w. Thus the resulting 
tree has at most 
2e(#N- 1)+ h.  ( l -  1). 2e(#N- 1)= 2e(#N- 1)[h( / -  1)+ 1] 
productions, where h is the largest number of productions in a minimal e- 
tree. 
Recall that in a minimal c-tree no nonterminal appears more than once in 
any path. Therefore 
h <~ l ~. 
A simple computation shows the upper bound in (2). This completes the 
proof of this proposition. | 
We are now able to prove that UWP-CFCG is in NP. 
PROPOSITION 2.8. UWP-CFCG is in NP. 
Proof. To show that UWP-CFCG is in NP we apply Proposition 2.7. 
According to this proposition there is to v? ~ L(G c) a corn. derivation word 
~ q/(D(GC)) which satisfies conditions (1) and (2). Condition (2) means 
that the size of z? written as a com. word is polynomially bounded. 
Verify that ~vCL(G c) as follows. Nondeterministically guess in 
polynomial-time a com. word 7g C / /® of polynomial-bounded size. Then 
check the following properties of 7g: 
(1) Z(Y)?S-lv?. This can be done deterministically in polynomial- 
time, since it is exactly the problem of determining solvability of linear 
diophantine quation systems which is known to be in nondeterministic 
polynomial time. 
? 
(2) z?C ~'(D(GC)). By Proposition 2.5 we have only to check the 
second condition of this proposition: nondeterministically guess a P(z~)- 
minimal terminal derivation tree Try, in polynomial time such that counting 
productions in Tr,, yields ~r* and ~r*~ ft. Actually we do not produce an 
explicit representation f Try, which may be exponentially large. We gues 
Try, top-down and level by level. At each level we store the com. sentential 
form obtained so far whose size is polynomially bounded. There are at most 
#P(Y) productions which are applicable at a level, and the multiplicity of the 
application of a production is guessed nondeterministically (since there may 
be distinct productions with the same nonterminal on the left-hand side). 
Note that we also recors the total number of productions guessed~ When the 
bottom level is reached, we obtain n*. Thus checking wether ff E E qJ(D(GC)) 
can be done nondeterministically in polynomial time. 
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? 
There ~ E L(G c) can be tested nondeterministically in polynomial time. 
This completes the proof of Proposition 2.8. II 
PROPOSITION 2.9. UWP-CFCG is log-hard for NP. 
Proof. This fact follows from the NP-hardness of the UWP-RCG, which 
will be shown in the next section. II 
From Propositions 2.8 and 2.9 we obtain 
THEOREM 2.10. UWP-CFCG is log-complete for NP. 
Remark 2.11. In van Leeuwen (1974) it has been shown that the arcone 
reachability problem for a subclass of vector addition systems is decidable 
(cf. van Leeuwen, 1974, Theorem 3.2). In our notations this subclass is the 
class of c.f. com. grammars. 
3. THE COMPLEXITY OF THE UNIFORM WORD PROBLEM FOR REG. COM. 
GRAMMARS AND FOR RATIONAL EXPRESSIONS IN FREE COM. MONOIDS 
Consider first rational expressions in free com. monoids with bounded star 
height. The height of a rational expression is defined recursively as follows. 
Let V be a finite alphabet. M denotes the com. monoid V e. Define the star 
height of rational expressions as a mapping h from the set of rational 
expressions into No: 
h(o) := 0, h(m) := 0 for all m ~ M, 
h(a 1 o a2) := max{h(al) , h(a2)}, o {., Y}, 
h(a*) := h(a) + 1, 
where a, al ,  a 2 are rational expressions. 
The uniform word problem for rational expressions in M with star height 
~<k, k E N 0, is defined as follows: Given a com. word w E M and a rational 
expression a in M with h(a)<, k it is to decide whether w ~ L(a). This 
problem is denoted by UWP-RE(V, k). 
PROPOSITION 3.1. UWP-RE({a}, 0) is log-complete for NP. 
Proof. Consider the membership problem for integer expressions, 
denoted by N0-MEMBER. (Integer expressions are expressions involving 
non-negative integers written in binary with two binary operations: union 
and addition. Integer expressions denote subsets of N o . (The interested 
reader is referred to Stockmeyer and Meyer, 1973, for details.)) 
It can be easily seen that N0-MEMBER and UWP-RE({a},0) are 
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polynomially equivalent: com. words in {a} ® represent nonnegative integers 
and vice versa; the operations U, .  in rational expressions in {a} • are 
exactly the operations, U, + in tnteger expressions. 
Since IN0-MEMBER is log-complete for NP (cf. Stockmeyer and Meyer, 
1973), Proposition 3.1 follows. II 
COROLLARY 3.2. For any k ~ lNo: UWP-RE(V, k) is log-complete for 
NP. 
Proof Rational expressions in free com. monoids can be simulated by 
c.f. com. grammars. This proves the upper bound. NP-hardness follows from 
Proposition 3.1. II 
We have the following corollaries. 
COROLLARY 3.3. The uniform word problem for rational expressions in 
free com. monoids is log-complete for NP. 
COROLLARY 3.4. UWP-RCG is log-complete for NP. 
4. THE COMPLEXITY OF THE UNIFORM WORD PROBLEM FOR 
CONTEXT-SENSITIVE COMMUTATIVE GRAMMARS 
We show that UWP-CSCG is log-complete for PSPACE. 
PROPOSITION 4.1. The uniform word problem for context-sensitive com. 
grammars is log-complete for PSPACE. 
Proof We first show that UWP-CSCG is in PSPACE. Let GC= 
(N,T,S,P ¢) be a c.s. com. grammar and w~T ¢, w t~' er . . . .  t r ,  e i~o ,  
i = 1 ..... r. From Definition 1.2 we have 
vp = pc. lal 4 I/ 1. 
Consider the known construction of an equivalent nondeterministic linear 
bounded automaton for a c.s. grammar. In a similar way we can construct a
nondeterministic linear bounded automaton accepting L(GC). We leave the 
construction to the reader. 
To show that UWP-CSCG is PSPACE-hard we reduce the word problem 
for nondeterministic linear bounded automata to UWP-CSCG. The 
construction is similar to that in Jones et al. (1977) and is omitted. 
Thus UWP-CSCG is log-complete for PSPACE. II 
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TABLE 1 
The Uniform Word Problem for Upper Bound Lower Bound 
Rational expressions with bounded star height 
Rational 
Regular commutative grammars 
Context-free commutative grammars 
Context-sensitive commutative grammars 
Type 0 commutative grammars 
NP Log-complete 
NP Log-complete 
NP Log-complete 
NP Log-complete 
PSPACE Log-complete 
Decidable EXSPACE 
5. CONCLUDING REMARKS 
In this paper we have introduced commutative grammars and classified 
the complexity of the uniform word problem for c.s., c.f., reg. com. 
grammars and for rational expressions in free com. monoids. Concerning 
type 0 com. grammars we do not have an exact classification yet. The 
decidability of the uniform word problem for type 0 com. grammars has been 
announced in Mayr (1981). On the other hand, and EXSPACE lower bound 
can be obtained from a result by Cardoza, Lipton, and Meyer. They showed 
that the uniform word problem for commutative Thue systems is EXSPACE- 
complete. (The interested reader is referred to Mayr and Meyer (1982) for a 
more detailed presentation of this result.) 
We summarize the results in Table 1. 
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